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ABSTRACT

With the development of microelectronics and computer
technology, telemetry computer systems are demanded to
provide larger storage capacity and higher storage data rate
than ever before. This paper fully considers various factors
of a high-speed PCM fiber-optic telemetry system such as
data format, data rate, data storage, the width of data
storage, storage data rate. All these considerations lead to
a new scheme with a semiconductor RAM and a dedicated
program as its basic idea.

This scheme chooses 1Mbits or 4Mbits static-RAM chips to
implement the telemetry data storage device with a total
capacity of 4Mbytes, 16Mbytes, or 64Mbytes. The software
running on COMPAQ 386/25M or its compatibles is written in
Turbo C 2. 0 to fetch, decompose, display and process data
stored in the large-capacity RAM. The main task of the
system processing software is to identify the flag words of
frame sync-code -pattern and then demultiplex the data into
separate channel data to be stored in the disk. Besides the
ability to recognize specific data format, the software can
also rectify data confusion to some extent. The scheme has
already been proved to be efficient to receive large
capacity of data with features of high data rate, high data
storage in a short time.
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INTRODUCTION

With the development of high-rate, mutiple-format and
large-capacity of PCM telemetry system the telemetry
computer systems are demanded to provide larger storage
capacity and higher storage data rate. The modules of
telemetry system vary with different application occasions.
This paper fully considers various factors of a high-speed
PCM fiber - optic telemetry system such as application
occasion, work time, data format, data storage, the width of
data storage , the mode of the telemetry data processing and
presents a micro-computerized telemetry data processing
system. It is based on large-capacity semiconductor RAM as
large-capacity data storage device and adopts micro
-computer as information processing host computer. It also
has the interface modules, which connect the sychronizer to
large-capacity RAM and link to the micro-computer, and uses
the telemetry data processing software. Because the whole
telemetry data processing system is designed and implemented
based on large-capacity telemetry data storage device, the
telemetry data processing software can fetch, classify,
calculate and transform the telemetry data stored in
large-capacity semiconductor RAM and form intuitional and
meaningful data and charts in the host computer. The
software can recognize the flag words of frame
sync-code-pattern in the presence of error bits , it can
also employ the synchronization strategy logic of software.
Furthermore, in case of data confusion caused by the system'
s losing lock, the software can find it out immediately and
rectify it to some extent, the correct data associated with
the measured parameters can be identified and the telemetry
data processing can be fulfilled. So the continuity of data
decomposing operation can be ensured

SYSTEM STRUCTURE

We will analyze the whole computerized telemetry data
processing system in two aspects. One is system constitution
the other is software design.

1.System Constitution

The task of telemetry data processing system is fetching,
classifying, calculating, transforming the data
demultiplexed from telemetry frame synchronizer and forming
intuitional and meaningful data or charts for displaying on
the CRT, printing on the printer, storing in the disk.



Using the large-capacity semiconductor RAM and micro-
computer technology can simplify the function of storage,
processing and display of the telemetry data. It can record
the high rate PCM telemetry data stream in real time mode.
By means of the interface module between the synchronizer
and large-capacity telemetry data storage, and the interface
module of micro -computer, the data can be stored in
large-capacity RAM and transfered to the host computer. The
specific minor frame channel, major frame channel, or super
commutated channel data words can be chosen to print,
display or store by using the micro -computer telemetry data
processing software running on the host computer. The scheme
of system constitution is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. System Constitution

In high rate PCM telemetry system the recording speed of the
data storage devices such as large -capacity tape or
large-capacity disk can not meet the requirement of real
time recording. Thus, It is necessary to choose
large-capacity semiconductor RAM array to compose large -
capacity telemetry data storage devices. As shown in Figure
1, the 1Mbits or 4Mbits static RAM chips can be chosen, and
the designed capacity of large-capacity semiconductor RAM
array can reach to 4Mbytes, l6Mbytes or 64Mbytes. Of course,
the design of the data storage capacity is related to the
data rate, the variety of data format, the width of data
storage and the data storage recording time of the PCM
telemetry system.

2. the Design of System Software

In order to get powerful function, high performance and easy
extensibility, the modularity design can be adopted
according to the different functions. Figure 2 illustrates
the module structure of the system software .

There are four main program modules in the system software.
The hardware system service module can provide the function
related to the system hardware. The user service module is
designed to provide consistent and easily under standable



Figure 2. System Software Modules

interface to user. The functions of data displaying,
printing and storage in micro-computer belong to the manage
module. Telemetry data decomposing and analysis module is
key part of the telemetry data processing. The telemetry
data processing based on large-capacity semiconductor
storage device has some specialities.

TELEMETRY DATA PROCESSING SOFTWARE

The whole telemetry data processing system is designed
basing on large - capacity RAM as data storage device. Using
the telemetry data processing software, it is possible to
identify the frame sync-code -pattern with allowable errors
and to rectify the lost or extra bits in confusion data
which caused by the system' s losing lock.

Through the frame synchronizer , all the words of the frame
is stored in large-capacity RAM in parallel form. If the
variable threhold is adopted in frame synchronizer
correlation detection, even though there are some error bits
in the frame sync-code-pattern, when the correlator output
exceeded some preset threhold, the frame synchronizer can
still detect a sync-code-pattern. Thus, there are some error
bits in data of frame synchronization pattern stored in
large-capacity RAM too.



Two occasions can occur:

(1) there are errors only in one frame synchronization
pattern;

(2) there are errors in different frames'
synchronization pattern,

These situations can also happen in frame synchronizer while
identifing the frame sync- code -pattern. So it is possible
to recognize the frame sync-code-pattern and realize
synchronization strategies logic by the software. So is the
major frame sync-code-pattern.

We know, after the identification of frame sync- code-
pattern by software, individual word representing a
particular sample from a specific minor frame channal, major
frame channel, or super-commutated channel must be fetched
correctly. It can be assumed that the data stored in
large-capacity semiconductor RAM is a data array arranged in
a certain order. To "fetch" is to derive the data by special
rules to form a new data array.

To explain it clearly, supposing the data array stored in
large -capacity semiconductor RAM is K, the fetching
operation is C. After the fetching operation, a new data
array Z can be obtained.
We can express the processing operation as follows:

Z=C ( K) (1)

This means that the data array can be decomposed by the
fetching operation.

In fact, there are many disturbance factors in the
environment which can cause data lost or extra. If we
decompose data K according to the method mentioned above,
the result should be wrong. To solve this problem, we can
pre-process the data. First, we should distinguish whether
there are unusual situations or not in the data stored in
the large -capacity RAM. If there are, the pre-processing
must be carried out in order to form the standard medium
data array M(no lost bits, no extra bits). Supposing the
pre-processing operation is P, We can obtain :

M=P ( K ) (2)



Now, we execute C operation. So,

Z=C (M ) =C ( P ( K ) ) (3)

The detail implementation can be explained as follows:

We suppose frame length is n bits, frame sync-code-pattern
length is m bits. n>m. For the frame format is fixed, the
frame length is fixed too, that is, n is a constant. If the
length of frame sync -code-pattern is 2, the data length
between two frame sync-code-pattern is (n- 2) bits. The
original data array K stored in RAM array can be read into
host computer memory. We define a counter named COUNT to
count the data length between two frame sync-code -pattern.
The COUNT has three possible cases:

When COUNT=n-2, it means that this frame is correct, and can
be write into array M directly;

When COUNT>n-2, it means that there is extra bits in one
frame, We add sync-code-pattern after (n -2) bits, and
delete the extra data, then write them into array M;

When COUNT<n-2, it means that there is lost bits in one
frame, we insert zero in error position up to (n-2) bits,
then write them into array M.

Using the method above, we can effectively solve the problem
of lost, extra bits in confused data in large-capacity RAM
caused by the frame synchronizer' s losing lock. Using this
method the amount of adding or deleting data only depend on
one frame length. As the Figure 3. shows, the closer the
error data position to the end of a frame, that is the
smaller the ( is the length from the error data position
to the end of a frame), the better the result. The
transformation of data from array K to array M is performed
in host computer memory. When the array K and M are larger
than the memory capacity of the host computer, we should use
the method of batch processing. That is, read a part of data
in array K to a buffer called "Buffer1" distributed in
memory. After processing, stored them in another buffer
called "Buffer2" where stored a part of data of array M. The
identifing of frame sync-code-pattern and calculating of
frame length in processing procedure are implemented with



pointer and stack provided by C language , which promotes
the excutive speed of the software greatly.

 (1) Confusion Data

(2) Explanation of Processing Algorithm

Figure 3. Illustration of Data Processing Approach

The data after decomposing should be stored in hard disk of
the host computer in the end. To the large amount of data
processing, we must consider executive speed and efficiency
of software. In one way, we can use optimum simple algorithm
to reduce the operation of files in hard disk. In the other
way, we can distribute memory reasonably, use the extension
memory and vitual disk technology in the host-computer to
promote processing speed .

CONCLUSION

This scheme choose 1Mbits or 4Mbits chips to construct a
micro -computer telemetry information processing system
based on large -capacity semiconductor RAM with the total
capacity of 4Mbytes, l6Mbytes or 64Mbytes. The whole



telemetry information processing system software is
developed based on Turbo C 2.0. The decomposing and fetching
operation algorithm have been successfully applied in the
data processing of a 6.5 Mbps fiber-optic telemetry system.
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